DENNIS JACKSON: A Northamptonshire Archaeologist

'This book offers an insight into the dedication and achievements of a remarkable British archaeologist: It is also a significant contribution to the history of our vibrant discipline. Dennis’s active and highly creative life in archaeology is a remarkable story of forty years of devotion, charting the determination of one man to rescue the fast disappearing remains of our past undeterred by pressure from quarry managers, unhelpful bureaucracy and bitter winters.’ Professor Barry Cunliffe

179 pages, illustrated throughout in colour and black and white

In the mid-1960s Dennis became one of the few full-time field archaeologists attempting to keep pace with the increasing rate of destruction caused by modern development, particularly stone quarrying around Corby and gravel quarrying along the Nene valley. Much of value would have been lost without record if Dennis had not been there to see it before it was machined away. The story of Dennis’s life as a field archaeologist is essential reading for anyone interested in the archaeology of Northamptonshire.
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